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ABSTRACT 
A theory of companion divisors for systems of matrix polynomials is developed. 
This serves as a main tool for study of Wiener-Hopf factorization of piecewise matrix 
polynomials with respect to a contour which hounds a multiply connected domain. 
Application to certain sing&r integral eqnations are given. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently a divisibility theory of matrix valued polynomials has been 
developed (the basic results of which are found in [7]). On the basis of this 
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theory the main results concerning Wiener-Hopf factorization of matrix 
valued polynomials with respect to a simple contour were obtained (see 
[7,8]). In the study of Wiener-Hopf factorization of matrix polynomials with 
respect to a contour which is a disjoint union of simple contours (and bounds 
a multiple connected domain) it is natural to consider matrix functions which 
are defined as different polynomials on different simple contours. This 
factorization problem leads naturally to a new notion of divisibility of systems 
of matrix polynomials. Namely, let L,(h), . . . , L,(h) be n X n matrix poly- 
nomials with complex entries and determinants not identically zero. An n x n 
matrix polynomial L(h) with complex entries is called a right companion 
divisor of L ,,...,L,inthesetQC~U{co}ifforeveryA,EPatleastoneof 
the quotients L,(X)[L(X)]-‘, i = l,...,p, is analytic at X,. 
In this paper we develop a theory of companion divisors and show that, as 
in the case of a simple contour, the main results on Wiener-Hopf factorization 
with respect to a contour which bounds a multiply connected domain can be 
obtained on the basis of this theory. This more general factorization problem 
plays an important role in the barrier problem for analytic functions in 
multiply connected domains, and in the theory of singular integral equations. 
For a more detailed description of our results, recall the definition of the 
Wiener-Hopf factorization. Let F+ c C be a multiply connected bounded 
open set containing zero whose positively oriented boundary l? consists of 
p + 1 disjoint simple closed contours: I = U &Jj, such that the contours 
r i, . . . , rP lie in the bounded component of C \ r,. The complement to 
F+ u r in Q= U{CO} is denoted by F- , while Fi- stands for the bounded 
component of 4: \ ri (i = 1,2,. . . , p); define also F; = F- \(uy=‘=,F;). 
Let H(h) be a piecewise n x n matrix function which is defined on I’ as 
H(h)=H,(X) for hark (j=O,l,..., p), and assume that each H&A) is 
continuous and detH.(X)*O (xEri, j=O,l,...,p). A (left) canonical fac- 
torization of H(X) (relative to l?) is defined as representation 
H(X)= H_(h)A(A)H+(h) (A E r), (0.1) 
where the matrix functions [H+(A)] * ’ are analytic in F+ and continuous in 
F+ u I?; H_(X) is a piecewise matrix function given by H_(h) = I$!)( h) for 
hrj (j=o,i,..., p), and each of the functions H!!(X) (j=O,l,...,p) 
admits an analytic and invertible extension into F,: which is continuous on 
F; u lYr; and A(A)= diag (x1, ?P,..., AK,) is a diagonal matrix with integers 
K1<K2<” - Q K,, called factorization indices. If K* = 0, i = 1,. . . ,n, the 
factorization (0.1) is termed canonical. 
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We use the notation C, for the companion matrix of a (manic) matrix *.- 
polynomial M(A) = ti[I + Ci;AAjMi . 
’ 0 1 . . . 0 
c,= 
6 ;, ..: ; 
-M, -M, ... -Ml-, 
For a matrix A the spectral subspace of A with respect to a set D is 
defined as the maximal A-invariant subspace M for which the spectrum of the 
restriction A,, is contained in a. 
In the next theorem, which is one of our main results concerning the 
canonical factorization, we consider the function P(A) on I7 = o u &Jj, 
which is defined as a matrix polynomial qj(A) on I? with the properties that 
det P,.(A) f 0, h E Ii, and Pi(O) are invertible. 
THEOREM 0.1. Let P(X) be a piecewise m&+x polynomial as above. 
Denote pj(X) = dPj(0)-‘Pj(X-‘), where 1 is an integer such that I> 
maxO g jcPdeg Pr Let Nj denote the spectral subspace of C;] with respect to 
the domain p,r = {XJA-’ E F,: }. 
Then P(X) admits canonical factorization relative to r if and only if the 
space C”’ splits in a direct sum of subspaces Ni 
Q=“p = NoeN,@ . . . $N P' 
The paper consists of three sections. In the first section we introduce and 
study the notion of companion divisor of a system of matrix polynomials. 
Special attention is paid to spectral companion divisors, which are closely 
related to canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization of a piecewise matrix poly- 
nomial with respect to a contour bounding a multiple connected domain. 
Here, in particular, Theorem 0.1 is proved. In the second section we study 
general Wiener-Hopf factorization of a piecewise matrix polynomial with 
respect to such a contour. In this case factorization indices appear; we derive 
explicit formulas for the indices as well as for the factors of the Wiener-Hopf 
factorization. The formulas are given in terms of certain contour integrals of 
the inverse of the given piecewise matrix polynomial. Finally, in the last 
section we give applications to singular integral operators whose symbol is 
either a matrix polynomial or the inverse of a matrix polynomial. 
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We shall use the following notation concerning block matrices: 
&$A,, As,..., A,) stands for the matrix 
IA, 0 ... 0 
0 As a.. 0 
. . . . . 
\ 
;, ;, . . : A-, 
col(Ai);“,1 is the column matrix 
\ 
; 
I 
Everywhere in this paper the tilde- has the following meaning: 
(1) for a set Q c C U{co}, the symbol d denotes the set {X-‘IX E 9); 
(2) for a polynomial L(h) considered as having degree 2 we put i(X) = 
A’L(A-1); 
(3) formatrixTweset~=T-‘ifO4a(T)and’?=Tifa(T)={O). 
1. COMPANION DIVISORS OF SYSTEMS OF MATRIX 
POLYNOMIALS AND CANONICAL FACTORIZATION OF 
PIECEWISE POLYNOMIALS 
The development of the properties of companion divisors is based on 
spectral data of matrix polynomials. Recently the spectral properties of matrix 
polynomials and their various applications have been studied thoroughly, and 
the book [7l contains a detailed account of the basics of this subject. In the 
first subsection we present some facts concerning spectral data of matrix 
polynomials which will be used in the sequel (we refer to [7] for more detail). 
In the second and third subsections we define the companion divisors and 
express them in terms of the spectral data of the given matrix polynomials. A 
right companion divisor L of L,, . . . , L, in ii? is &led spectral if for every 
h, E Q at least one of the functions L,(A)[L(X)]-’ is analytic and inoertibk 
at X,. We study the spectral companion divisors in the fourth subsection. 
Finally, the last subsection is devoted to the canonical Wiener-Hopf factoriza- 
tion of piecewise matrix polynomials. 
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Everywhere in this section (as well as in the subsequent sections) we shall 
deal with divisibility from the right. Analogous results hold also for divisibility 
from the left (one has to apply the “right” results to matrix polynomials with 
transposed coefficients). 
1.1. Preliminuti 
A pair of complex matrices (X, T) is called admissible if X is of size n X p 
and T is of size p X p (so one can form matrices of type XTk). The number n 
will be fixed throughout the paper (this is just the dimension of the basic 
space C “), while p may depend on the admissible pair. The integer p will be 
called the order of the admissible pair (X, T). An admissible pair (X, T) is 
Z-independent if Ker {col(XT’)f;A} = (O}. Admissible Z-independent pairs ap- 
pear naturally as right eigenpairs of matrix polynomials, as follows. Let 
M(X) = C’,,,#M,be a reguZur [i.e., det M(X)s O] n X n matrix polynomial. A 
complex number X, is called an eigenualue of M(h) if det M(h,) = 0; the set 
of all eigenvalues of M(h) is the spectrum a(M). Given, X, E a(M), an 
admissible pair (X, T) is a (right) eigenpuir of M(h) corresponding to h, if the 
following holds: 
(i) IE~,,ikf,XTj= 0; 
(fi) a(T) = (h,); 
(iii) the size of T is equal to the multiplicity of ha as a zero of det M(X); 
(iv) Ker{col(XT’)f:A} = {O}. 
In case T is a Jordan matrix, T = diag( Jr,. . . ,Jk) with Jordan blocks Ii, and 
x = [X,X,... Xk] is partitioned accordingly, conditions (i) and (ii) just mean 
that the columns x6’), . . . , xjo of each block Xi form a Jordan chain of M(h) 
corresponding to X0: 
p& $!f’qh,)r:“, = 0, i=o ,...,ki. 
Note that the eigenpair of M(A) corresp&ling to X,, which will be 
denoted (X&,), TM&)), is an Z-independent admissible pair, where 2 is the 
degree of M(X). 
It is worth noticing that the eigenpair of M(A) corresponding to X, is not 
unique, but any two such eigenpairs (X’, T’) and (X”, T”) are similar: 
X’ = X”S, T’= S-‘T”S 
for some invertible S. 
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A matrix polynomial M(A) is called conronk if M(0) = 1. If M(X) is 
regular, and det M(a) * 0, then the polynomial &f(h) = M(a)-‘M(h + a) is 
comonic. Moreover, 
This shift of variable X + X - u allows us in many cases to restrict our 
considerations to comonic polynomials only. 
We shall need the following result on eigenpairs of matrix polynomials 
(see [7,11] for its proof). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let i&f(h) b e a regulur matrix polynomial of degree G 1 
with eigenmlue A, * 0. Then (X, T) is a (right) eigenpuir of M corresponding 
to A, if and only if (X, T- ‘) is a (right) eigenpub of the matrix polynomial 
A’M(X-‘) correspimding to A,? 
An admissible pair (X’, T’) is called a restriction of an admissible pair 
(X, T) if there exists a matrix S of suitable size and with linearly independent 
columns such that X’ = XS and ST’ = 23. In this case (X, T) is also called an 
extension of (X’, T’). 
We shall describe now divisibility of matrix polynomials in terms of 
restrictions of their eigenpairs. Let M(A) and N(X) be regular n X TV matrix 
polynomials. We say that N(X) is a (right) locul divisor of M(X) in an open set 
!2 c C if the quotient M(h)N(X)-’ is analytic in Q. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. N(X) is a local divisor of M(X) in Q if and only if 
(X,(&A T&J) is~restrictionof(X,(h~),T~(X~))foreoeryX~~o(M)n 
9. The po1ynomiul.s N(X) and M(X) are local divi.sors of each other in C3 if 
and only if the pairs (X,(X,), TN&,)) and (X,(X,), T,(A,)) are similur for 
eueryXoEQ. 
If A, 4a(N), we formally define (X,(X,),T,(X,)) to be an empty 
admissible pair (such pair is,,,of course a restriction of every admissible pair). 
An admissible pair (X, T 1 is called an eigenpair of M(X) corresponding to 
a set P c C if (X, T) is similar to a pair (X’, T’) of the following form: 
X’= [ X,(h,) X,(X,) * - * %f(U] 
T’=diag(T,(h,),T,(A,),...,T,(A,)), 
and A,, A, ,..., A, are all the different eigenvalues of M in 52. Proposition 1.2 
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can be formulated now as follows: N(h) is a local divisor of M(h) [respec 
tively, N(X) and M(A) are local divisors of each other] in Q if and only if the 
eigenpair of N(X) corresponding to Q is a restriction of [respectively, is similar 
to] the eigenpair of M(X) corresponding to the same P. 
Let M(h) be a regular matrix polynomial, and let 2 be any integer not 
smaller than the degree of M(X). By definition, (x,(00; Z), TM(co; I)) is a 
(right) eigenpair of M(X) corresponding to infinity with index I > deg M(X) if 
(X,(cc; Z),T,(co; I)) is an eigenpair of the matrix polynomial PM(X-‘) 
corresponding to zero [in case zero is an eigenvalue of ArM(X- I)]. In 
particular, a(T,(cc, I)) = {O}. A complete eigenpair of M(h) with index Z is 
any admissible pair which is similar to the pair ([Xi x,(00, Z)], 
diag(l;-‘, T&m, I))), where (Xi, Ti) is an eigenpair of M(X) corresponding 
to C (assuming Ti is invertible). 
An admissible pair (X, T) is called Z-cumpZete if col(XT’)i~~ is invertible. 
(In particular, every Zcomplete pair is Z-independent.) It turns out that a 
complete eigenpair with index 1 of a comonic matrix polynomial is Icomplete. 
Conversely, if (X, T) is an Zcomplete pair, then there exists aunique comonic 
matrix polynomial L(X) of degree 6 1 for which (X, T) is a complete 
eigenpair with index 1. The polynomial L is given by the formula 
L(X)=Z-XT’(VJ’+ *** +v+), (1.1) 
where [Vi ..* V,] = (col(XT’)f,;)-1. 
We shall need also a construction of a comonic matrix polynomial by using 
only part of its spectral data. To this end we need the following notion of a 
special left inverse. 
Let W be a p x q matrix with linearly independent columns. We say that 
a row of W is proper if it is linearly independent of the rows of W lying below 
it. The matrix W, formed by the proper rows is invertible. Denoting by (1~ ) 
Vi<. . . < vq ( Q p) the ordinal numbers of the proper rows, we define the 
special left inverse of W to be a q X p matrix whose vrth, . . . , v,th columns 
form the matrix WC’, and whose other columns are zeros. 
Let now (X, T- ‘) be an Z-independent admissible pair, where T is 
invertible, and let [Vi V, . * * V,] be any special left inverse of co& XT’)::& 
It turns out that the comonic matrix polynomial 
L(A)=Z-xP(v,A’+ *** +v,x) (1.2) 
has (X, T-‘) as its eigenpair corresponding to C. 
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1.2. Companion Divisors of Matrix Polynomials 
Let L,(h),..., L,(A) be regular n x n matrix polynomials. An n x n 
regular matrix polynomial L(h) is called a (right) local companion divisor of 
L at h, E C U {co} if at least one of the rational functions 
;:&;iL&)] -1, i = 1 , . . . ,p, is analytic at X = A,. We say that a matrix 
polynomial L(h) is a (right) companion divisor of L,, . . . ,L, in the set 
P C C U{oo} if L(X) is a local companion divisor of L,, . . . , L, at each A, E Q. 
Note that in case of one polynomial L,, a polynomial L(A) is a companion 
divisor of L, in C if and only if the quotient L,(A)[ L(A)]-’ is a polynomial, 
i.e., L(A) is a (right) divisor of L, in the usual sense. Note also that a (right) 
companion divisor of L1,..., L, in C is also a (right) divisor of any left 
common multiple of L,,... , L, (a regular polynomial M(h) is a left common 
multiple of L1,..., L, if M(A)[L,(X)]-’ are polynomials for i = 1,. . . ,p). The 
converse is not true in general. 
If L(A) is a companion divisor of L,, . . . , L, in a set containing infinity, 
then the quotient LbL-’ is analytic at A = co for at least one integer j,. For 
the sake of simplicity of formulations we shall assume that & = 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let Q be a set in C U{OO> containing infinity. A 
comonic polynomial L is a companion divisor of comonic polynomials L,, . . . , 
L, in Q if and only if the monk polynomial Z(A) = A’L(A-‘) is a companion 
divisor of the monk po1ymial.s i,(X)= A’fL.(h-‘) (j= l,...,p) in fi such 
that L,,L-’ is analytic at zero, where l,, . . . , p and 1 are integers such that 2’
ljadegLi, l>,degL,andl=l,. 
Proof. If A, is not zero or infinity, the matrix function Li_L-’ is analytic 
at X, if and only if &L-l is analytic at Xi’. Since L,(A)L-‘(A)= 
L,(A-‘)L-‘(X-l), the function &e-r is analytic at zero if and only if L,L-’ 
is analytic at infinity. Further, L(0) is invertible and therefore L,L-’ are 
analytic at h = 0. On the other hand L,,L-’ is analytic at infinity, since t,(x) 
and t(X) are manic polynomials of the same degree. ??
1.3. Companion Divisors of Matrix Polynomials in Tm of Spectral Data 
Let %=((X1,TI),..., (X,, TJ) and % = {(Yl, S,),. . .,(Y,., S,)} be two SYS- 
terns of admissible pairs. We say that the system 9C is a restriction of the 
system $4 if for every (X,, q) from 5% there exists a pair ( Yj, S,) from % which 
is an extension of (X,, Ti). Given a system L,,. . ., L, of regular matrix 
polynomials, denote by S(L,,. . . ,L,; l,,.. .,l,,) the set of all eigenpairs of 
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L i, . . . , L, corresponding to all their eigenvalues and to infinity, where the 
eigenpair of L,(h) corresponding to infinity is taken with index Zi ( > deg Li). 
In the following theorem we shall assume that L,L-’ is analytic at infinity 
whenever L is a companion divisor of L,, . . . , L,. 
THEOREM 1.4. A system of comonic polynomials L,, . . . , L, bus a com- 
panion divisor in C U (oo} if and only if there exists a collection of admissible 
pairs%={(X1,T,),...,(X,,TS))suchthat 
(i) a(Ti)na(Tj)=O for i = j, 
(ii) the pair 
x= [&,...,Xsl, T=diag(pi,...,TS) 
i.s l-complete for some integer 1 >, deg L,, 
1 =(F) if a(T,J = {O}, then %, = {(Xi,, To)} is a restriction of S( L,; Z1) with 
’ (il) 5% * t.s a restriction of S(L,, . . . , L,; Z,, . . . , I,). 
Zf these conditions are satisfied, then there exists a unique comonic 
companion divisor L(A) of degree Q 1 such that (X, T) is its complete 
eigenpair with index 1. This divisor is given by the fomtulu (1.1). 
Proo$ Let L be a companion divisor of L,, . . . , L,, and let, in particular, 
L, L- l be analytic at infinity. Then deg L > deg L,. Note also that since Lj 
(j= l,..., p) are comonic polynomials, L(0) is invertible. Fix an integer 
12 deg L and set 5% = {(Xi, T,), . . . , (X,, T,)} = S(L; 1). Then (i) is trivial, and 
(ii) holds because (X, T) is a complete eigenpair of L with index 1. Further, let 
a(TkO) = A, * 0 and let L,L-’ be analytic at ha. Then in view of Proposition 
1.2, (Xko, Tk,) is a restriction of the eigenpair of L, corresponding to A,. 
Denote Lj=A’ljLj(h-l) (j=l,...,p) and &X)=X’L(X-‘), where Z,=Z. It 
follows from Proposition 1.3 that L is a companion divisor of Zj in C U{co}, 
and in particular &e-i is analytic at A = 0. Using again Proposition 1.2 we 
infer that if a(Ti,) = {O}, then (Xi”, TiO) is a restriction of the eigenpair of L, 
corresponding to infinity considered with index 1, = 2. So (iii) and (iv) follow. 
Conversely, let conditions (i)-(iv) be satisfied. In view of (ii) there exists a 
comonic polynomial L of degree 6 1 whose complete eigenpair of index 1 is 
(X, T). Condition (iv) yields that every matrix Tj has a one-point spectrum. 
Let h, E u(L); then in view of (i) the eigenpair of L corresponding to X, 
coincides with (Xk,, Tk,) for some (unique) k,. Condition (iv) implies that 
(Xko, Tk,) is a restriction of the eigenpair of L, corresponding to X, for some 
&. It follows then from Proposition 1.2 that L&L-’ is analytic at X,. In 
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addition (iii) and Proposition 1.3 imply that L,L-’ is analytic at infinity. So L 
is a companion divisor of L,, . . . , L,. ??
In contrast to the previous theorem, a companion divisor does always exist 
in the case that the domain 52 is not the whole Riemann sphere. This follows 
from the following result. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let Q be a set in C U (00) containing infinity whose 
complement contains at least one point b ( * 0), and let L,, . . . , L, be comonic 
matrix polynomials. Let 96 = {(X,, T,), . . . , (X,, T,)} be a collection of admissi- 
ble pairs with the following propertks: 
(a) a(Ti)na(Tj)=O fori= j; 
(b) Y&O is a restriction of S( L,, . . . , L,; I,, . . . ,l,) where GxQo designates 
the subcollection of % containing all pairs (Xi, q) with a(q) c ii? U(O). 
Further, let 12 max 1 d ja ,deg Li be a sufficiently large integer, and let L be a 
m4ztlix polyrwmiul dejGled as 
l-l 
L(A) = (1- b-%‘,)‘I - X(T - b-‘I)’ c (1- b-‘A)‘~-jI$ (1.3) 
j-o 
where X = [Xl * * * X,], T = diag(T,, . . . , T,), and [V, - - - 
cial left inverse of col(X(T - b-‘Z)‘)f$ 
V,_ J is a spe- 
Then L(X) is a companion divisor of L,, . . . , L, in Cl such that 
dL)n [C \@)I = jl u(T,) 
Wj) f 0 
and (X,, T,) is the eigenpair of L corresponding to the eigenvalue u(Ti) if 
u(Ti) f 0, or correqxxuiing to infinity (with index 1) if u(q) = {O}. 
Conversely, if L(X) is a companion divisor of L,,. . . ,L, in s2 and 
%a, = ((Xl, T,), . . . , ( XSo, TJ} designates the subcollection of S( L, 1) contain- 
ing the eigenpairs with u(T,) c i2 and the eigenpair corresponding to infinity, 
then properties (a)-(b) hold. 
Note that the assumption b * 0 is made in Theorem 1.5 for the sake of 
convenience [in case b = 0 one has to pass to the polynomials L&X + a) in 
place of L,(A)]. 
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Note also that in case of a set P which does not contain infinity, the 
theorem holds if one replaces %a0 by the subcollection of % containing all 
pairs with a(q) c G?. 
We remark that, in the notation of Theorem 1.5, the matrix col(X(T - 
b- ‘Z)i)f:h is left invertible for sufficiently large 2. This is a consequence from 
the following general result (proved in [4]), which we state for the conveni- 
ence of the reader. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let (Yi,S,),..., (Y,, S,) be admissible pairs, and each one of 
them be l-independent for sufficiently large 1. Then the pair ([YI,. . . , Y,], 
diag(S,,..., S,)) is Z&dependent for sujjkiently large 1 if and only if fw each 
A, E U i=ia(Si) the subspaces Y,(Ker(S, - &I)), . . . , Y,(Ker(S, - &,I)) are 
linearly independent (i.e., x1 + * * * + x, = 0; xi E yi(Ker(Si - X,Z)), i = 
1 ,..., r,impZiesth~taZZx~arezeros).ZnparticuZur,([Y~ ,..., Y,],diag(S, ,..., S,)) 
is Z-independent for suflciently large 1 provided a(Si)n u(Sj) = 0 for i * j. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. By (1.2) the comonic matrix polynomial 
L(A)=&X(T-b-‘Z)‘[V,X’+ ..* +V,_,x] 
has (X,(T - b-‘I)-‘) as its eigenpair corresponding to C. Proposition 1.1 
yields that (X, T - b-‘I) is an eigenpair of the polynomial A’t(X-‘) in 
C \ {Ol and consequently (X, T) is an eigenpair of the polynomial (A - 
b-‘)‘L((A - b-‘)-l) in C \{b-‘}. Using Proposition 1.1 again, we conclude 
that 
~(L)n[Q=W~] = jfjl u(T,), 
up+,) f 0 
where L(A) = A’[(A-’ - b-‘)‘i((X-’ - b-‘)-‘)I. Moreover, if u(T,) * 0, then 
the eigenpair of L(X) corresponding to the eigenvalue u(q) is precisely 
(xi, q)* 
In view of (b), if A, = u(TiO) E Q, then (XiO, TiO) is a restriction of an 
eigenpair (Y, S) corresponding to X0 of the polynomial L,. It follows from 
Proposition 1.2 that L,L-’ is analytic at A,. Further, if u(Tk,) = 0 then 
(Xko, Tk,) is the eigenpair of L corresponding to infinity (of index 1). In view 
of (b), (Xko, Tk,) is a restriction of an eigenpair (Y,, So) corresponding to 
infinity of a polynomial &,,, (with index I,,,). Since L,(X-‘)L-‘(A-‘)= 
A’-‘&,(X)~-l(X) h , w ere L,(X)= A’mL,(X-I), &I)= A’L(A-‘), and 2 > I,,,, 
we obtain from Proposition 1.2 that L,L-’ is analytic at infinity. So L is a 
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companion divisor of L,,. .., L, in i2. The converse part of the theorem is 
proved along the same lines. ??
1.4. Spectral Companion LIivisors 
Let L,, L, be regular n X n matrix polynomials. A companion divisor 
L(X) of LO,..., L, in the set 52 C C n (co} is called spectral if L(A) has no 
eigenvalues in the set C \ 112 and if for every A, E Q at least one of the 
quotients L,(h)[L(X)]-‘, i=O,..., p, is analytic and invertible for X = X,. 
We shall describe the spectral companion divisors of L,, . . . , L, in terms of 
factorization with respect to a partition of the Riemann sphere, as follows. 
Let A e,...,A, be open sets in the Riemann sphere CU{OO} such that 
hi n Aj = 0 (i * j) and the matrix polynomial L,(X) is invertible on the 
boundary aA j of A j, for all i and j. A regular matrix polynomial L(A) is c&d 
a spectral companion divisor of L,, . . . , L2 with respect to the sets A,,, . . . , AP if 
L(A) is invertible for A EC \ U ;+,A j,_ and for each Ai the function 
L,(A)L(A)-’ is analytic and invertible in Ai. 
Clearly, if L is a spectral companion divisor of L,, . . . , L, with respect to 
the sets A a ,..., A,,thenLisaspectralcompaniondivisorofL, ,..., L,inthe 
set Q = U r_J,. Conversely, if L is a spectral companion divisor of L,, . . . , L, 
in the set S2, then it is easy to see that L is a spectral companion divisor of 
L o,. . . ,L, with respect to suitable open sets Aa,. . . ,A,. Indeed, let Xi,. . . ,A, 
be all the eigenvalues of L in Qn; we can arrange them (in general, in many 
different ways) in p+l disjoint sets &,,...,A, such that L,(A)[L(X)]-’ is 
analytic and invertible for the eigenvalues of L in Ai, i = 0,. . . ,p. Then one 
can take Ai to be a small neighborhood of A,, i = 0,. . . ,p, to ensure that L is a 
spectral companion divisor of L,, . . . , L, with respect to A,, . . . ,$. 
We shall assume in the sequel that oo E Aa, 04 U r_eAi, and that 
L o,...,LP are comonic. 
Fori=l , . . . ,p, let (X,,, T,,) be the eigenpair of the matrix polynomial Li 
corresponding to the spectral points of L, inside Ai (all of them are finite). 
Note that according to our assumption 0 $5 U to 3 *, and therefore the matrices 
T,,, are invertible. For i = 0, and for an integer 1 >, deg L,, we put 
(X&), TA (1)) equal to the eigenpair of the matrix polynomial A’L,(A-‘) 
correspon &ng to its spectral points inside 6,. 
Tr-monn~ 1.7. Them exists a comonic spectral companion divisor L of 
L o,. . . , L, with respect to Aa,. . . , A, if and only if for some 12 deg L, the 
matrix col(XT’)~;~ is invertible, where 
x= [xAg(o’xA*>...‘XAp]’ T=diag(TAo(Z),T&‘,..., TLP’). 
In this case a conwnic spectral companion divisor (of degree G 0 of the 
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polynomials L, , . . . , L, with respect to &,,..., A, is given by th fbrmulu 
L(A)=&XT’(V,X’+ ... +v,x), 
where[V, V, a** V,] = [col(XT’)f,$1. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.2, a regular matrix polynomial L(A) is a spectral 
companion divisor of L,, . . . , L, with respect to A,, . . . , Ap if and only if 
(Xhdr I’,‘,,) is the eigenpair of L corresponding to the eigenvalues in hi 
(i = l,.:.,p), and (X,JZ),T,o(Z)) is the spectral pair of the matrix polynomial 
x[L(h-‘) corresponding to its eigenvalues inside A,. Now apply Theorem 1.4. 
??
In fact, the invertibility of col(XT’)f:k is independent of the choice of 
I > deg L,. 
1.5. Canonical Factorization of Piecewise Matrix Polynomials 
Let F+ c C be a multiply connected bounded open domain whose posi- 
tively oriented boundary I consists of p + 1 disjoint simple closed contours 
l? = u r4 I-” such that the contours Pi,. . . , Pr, lie in the bounded component 
of C \ I,. We shall assume that 0 E F+. The notation F- is used for the 
complement to F+ u I’ in C ~{oo}. We denote by Fi- the bounded compo 
nent of C\Pi (i=Z,..., p); put also F,- = F- \(u;_~F;). 
Let fl( A) be a piecewise n x n matrix function which is defined on P as 
H(X)=Hj(h) for XErj (j=O,l,..., p), and assume that each Hj(h) is 
continuousanddetH.(X)*O(XEPj; j=O,l,...,p). A(left)canonicaZfac- 
torization of H(A) (refative to l?) is defined as representation 
qA)=K(M+(q, er, 04 
where the matrix functions [H+(X)] * i are analytic in F+ and continuous in 
F+ u I’; H_(X) is a piecewise matrix function given by H_(X) = H?(X) for 
hark (j=O,l,..., p), and each of the functions H?(h) (j=O,l,...,p) 
admits an analytic and invertible extension into FJ:. 
Interchanging the places of H_ and H, in (1.4), we obtain the definition 
of a right canonical factorization. We restrict ourselves to the case of left 
canonical factorization, because the results for the “right” case can be 
obtained by applying the corresponding “left” results to the transposed 
matrix functions. 
We shall be interested in the case when H(X) is a piecewise matrix 
polynomial: H,(h)= P,(X), i=O,..., p. If a canonical factorization for a 
piecewise matrix polynomial exists, then H+(X) is also a matrix polynomial. 
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From the definition of a canonical factorization it follows that the piece- 
wise matrix polynomial P(X) admits a canonical factorization if and only if 
the polynomials Pc( X), . . . , P,(X) have a companion spectral divisor with 
respect to the sets F& , F; , . . . ,I?;, and this companion spectral divisor P+(X) 
is just the right factor in the canonical factorization P(X) = P_(X)P+(X), 
X E r. So Theorem 1.7 can be applied to produce a description of canonical 
factorization of piecewise matrix polynomials. 
For instance, let us show how Theorem 0.1 in the introduction can be 
obtained from Theorem 1.7. First remark that if M(X) of degree 2 is a manic 
matrix polynomial, and (X, T) is its eigenpair corresponding to C, then its 
companion matrix CM is similar to T, and moreover 
CMcol(XTi);,; = col(XT”)f,;T 
(see [7, Section 2.11). In particular, if (Xo, TQ) is the eigenpair of M(A) 
corresponding to a set 0 c C, then Im col( XT i)irt is the spectral subspace of 
CM with respect to SZ. Thus, in the notation of Theorem 1.7, the subspaces 
Imcol(XriT$)~l~ (j= l,..., p) and Imc01(X,~ T& );I\ are the spectral 
subspaces of C;,(j= l,..., p) and CF~ corresponding to the sets pJ: ( j = 1,. . . , 
p) and fi; respectively, and Theorem 0.1 follows. 
Now we shall give a description of canonical factorization in terms of 
contour integrals, as follows. 
For a matrix polynomial L(X) and a simple contour E such that L(h) is 
invertible for A E E, let (X, T) be an eigenpair of L(X) corresponding to the 
bounded component Fz of Q: \ Z. There exists a matrix Y such that the 
function L-‘(X) - X(AZ - T)-‘Y is analytic inside z (see, e.g., Theorem 2.11 
in [12]). The size of Y is m x n, where m is the size of T. The triple (X, T, Y) 
will be called an eigentdple of L(X) corresponding to FE. It turns out that the 
rows of the matrix [Y,TY,..., Tq-lY] are linearly independent for q> 
min(2, m), where I is the degree of L(X) and m is the size of T [which is equal 
to the number of zeros of det L(X) in F,, counting multiplicities]. 
For a given contour Z and a given invertible matrix function H(X) on Z 
define 
T(HI,; a,P>v)= 
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where D.= (1/28i)l,X-j-‘H(A)dX. Then, denoting by (Xri, Tr,, Yri) the 
eigentrip e i of the polynomial P,(A) with respect to Fi- (1~ i < p), we obtain 
(Note that 0 is outside &- and lJ is invertible; the sign minus appears because 
the orientation of ri is negative with respect to q- ). Denote by ( XLO, Tr,, Y,, ) 
an eigentriple of the matrix polynomial pO(X) = x’P,(XP1) in Fi, where 
2 > deg PO is a fixed integer. Then analogously for CI 6 - 1 we have 
This equality can be rewritten as follows: 
T( PO%,; - y-l, -y+p-l-a, -A) 
'X \ l-0 
Jk,Tr, =- Tr’ Tf-’ [ o Yro,*.., TrOyrOy rO] (y<P<cYa -1)q 
xrOTFOb-B 
Now put (Y = - 1 in the above formulas and denote 
T(P,-‘,..., P,-‘;I’,, ,..., IY,;p,y) 
= T P,yllro; [( -y-z, -y+p-z+1, -z+1), 
T(P;‘jr,; -l,B,y),...,T(P,-‘Ir~; -~,P,Y)], v<Pa -1. 
so 
T(P;‘,..., Pi’; r, ,..., r,; p,Y) = - s,$,+, (1.6) 
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where 
Note that the matrix T(P;l,..., P;l; r,, ,..., I?,; p, y) is of size ( - #X 
m--u+u. 
THEOREM 1.8. Let P(h) be a piecewke matrix polyrwmial defined on 
r=U~__,rjasP(A>=PJ(A)forX~rj(j=O,l,...,p), andletdetP,.(X)*O 
(A E rj; j= O,l,..., p). 
The polynomial P(A) admits a canonical factorization with respect to r if 
and only if 
rankT(P,-‘,..., P;‘;r, ,..., r,; -lo.~-l,,) 
=rankT(Pi’,..., Pi’;rO ,..., r,; -lo-l,v-10-l)=&, (1.8) 
wherey<l-max OGiSpli isafixed integer and lj=degPj(j=O,l,...,p). 
If (1.8) holds, then in particular the first matrix in (1.8) is right invertible 
and the factor P, in the canonical factorization P(X) - P- (X)P+( A) can be 
foundas 
P+(h)=&T(P;‘,..., P;‘& ,..., r,; -l,,-l,Y-6-l) ? ~i%,,-i+l~ 
i-l 
where [V,,..., 
109 Y - 1,). 
VlO] is a Tight inverse of the mtdx T(P,- I,. . , , P; I; r,, . . . , rp; 
Proof. Let us prove the “if” part of the theorem. Denote X = [ XrO,. . . , 
X,], T = diag(TrO, Tr,, . . . , TrJ and observe that 
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The first matrix in (1.8) has precisely nZ, rows, and therefore (1.8) means 
that this matrix is right invertible. Using the decomposition (1.6), we obtain 
that SlO-i is right invertible, which implies in view of (1.9) the right 
invertibility of col(XT’)fo_>‘. 
On the other hand, (1.8) implies that the two matrices involved have null 
spaces of the same dimension. Using the right invertibility of R_,,. and the 
equalities (1.6) and (1.9), we infer that dim Ker col(XT’)f:>’ = 
dimKercol(XT’)f:,. Using Lemma 1.6, we can deduce from the last equality 
that the pair (X, T) is lo-independent. So the matrix col( XT’&’ is invertible. 
It remains to apply Theorem 1.7 and the following observation: the degree of 
the factor P, does not exceed I,,. The proof of the “only if” part of the 
theorem goes along the same lines. W 
Remark that in Theorem 1.8 one can use any integer 2, > deg PO. 
2. FORMULAS FOR WIENER-HOPF FACTORIZATION OF 
PIECEWISE MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we establish explicit formulas for computation of factoriza- 
tion indices of a piecewise polynomial defined on a contour which bounds a 
multiply connected domain. 
The section consists of four subsections. In the first one we state our main 
formulas for computation of factorization indices in terms of ranks of matrices 
whose entries are moments of the given polynomials with respect to the 
corresponding contours. The subsequent three subsections are devoted to the 
proof of these formulas. In Section 2.2 we study the structure of the left 
kernels of matrices of form col( XT’):+, and we use the knowledge of this 
structure in order to construct in Section 2.3 a special matrix polynomial 
having a given eigenpair corresponding to C and such that multiplying this 
polynomial by a diagonal matrix from the left, we obtain a matrix polynomial 
with invertible leading coefficient. The material of Sections 2.2 and 2.3 is 
basically taken from the author’s report [lo]. The constructions of these 
subsections allow to complete, in Section 2.4, the proof of the main formulas. 
Here we present also formulas for factorization factors. 
2.1. Factorization indices 
Let F+ c C be a compact domain whose boundary I? is a disjoint union of 
simple closed contours: I = U P_Jj, as in Section 1.5. For a piecewise n X n 
matrix function H(X) on I which is defined as H(X) = Hi(A) on Pj (j= 
0, 1,. . . ) (p) and such that detHj(X)*O (XEI~; j=O,l,...,p), the left 
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Wiener-Hopf factorization of H(h) (relative to I) is defined as the representa- 
tion 
H(X)= H- (A)A(X)H+(h) (A E I’), (24 
where A(A)= diag(h”l, AQ,..., pm) is a diagonal matrix with integers kr < us 
<*-- d K,, and the factors H_(A) and H+(A) have the properties mentioned 
in the definition of canonical factorization in ‘Section 1.5. The integers ~~ 
(1 d j< n) are called the left factization indices. In case K j = 0,l d j< n, 
we obtain the definition of a canonical factorization. 
The factorization (2.1) is not unique, but the factorization indices are 
uniquely determined by H(h). Wiener-Hopf factorization is important in 
various areas of analysis. We refer the reader to [2,5, l] for more information 
on Wiener-Hopf factorization and its applications. 
Interchanging the places of the H, and H_ in (2.1), one obtains the 
definition of right Wiener-Hopf factorization. We shah consider the left 
factorization only. The results for the right factorization follow from the 
corresponding results on left factorization by passing to transposed matrices 
in (2.1). 
In general not every piecewise continuous and invertible (on I) matrix 
function admits a Wiener-Hopf factorization. This is true however for piece 
wise polynomials H(h) = P(A) defined as P(X) = Pj(X) for h E Ij with Pj(X) 
=Cfi_chkAkj (j=O,l,..., p). Moreover, in this case the factor P, in the 
factorization 
P(A)=P_(X)A(X)P+(A) (2.2) 
can be chosen to be a polynomial. 
We shall keep the notation introduced by (1.5) in Section 1.5. 
Denote 
q~=rankT(P;l ,..., P;r; r O,...,rp; -(Y,Y-a), 
where y is an arbitrary integer such that Y < 1 - maxO ( j< ,$ By definition, 
putqo=O.Lett=max{m>l:q, = mn), and let # denote the cardinal@ of 
a set. 
‘Ihe following theorem describes the computation of factorization indices. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let P(S) be a piecewise matrix polynomial defined on 
r= uT4rj a~ qs)=Pj(s) (rep j=o,i,...,p), such that detPj(S)*O 
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(hEri, j=o,..., p). Then the factorization indices K~ < * . . d K, of P(l) are 
found as foll5ws: 
Ki=~~-#{jln+Q,+j_1-4t+j~i-1,j=1,...,r+1-t}, y-seyn9 i=l 
(2.3) 
where r is the least integer a such that 
KerT(P;‘,..., P;‘;I’,, ,..., r,; --~--a) 
=KerT(P,-‘,..., P;‘; I, ,..., I’+ -a-l,y-a-l). 
2.2. Structure of Left Kernels of Admissible Pairs 
In this subsection we develop the necessary technique for the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
The following notation is adopted in this section: C, (respectively C’,) 
stands for the vector space of n-dimensional columns (respectively rows) with 
complex entries. If k = na, we shall denote the vectors in C, as col(cpj)~_ i 
(cpj~C,) and the vectors in Cl,, as row(‘pi&i (QZJ~EC’,). 
Let (X, I’) be an admissible pair of order p. Introduce the na X p matrices 
A, = 00i(x5r-1);c1, a=1,2 ,... 
(so A, has size na X p). We denote by KerA, the (right) kernel of this matrix 
in the space C p, and by K, the left kernel of this matrix, i.e., 
K, = {‘p E C',,lqA, = O}. 
In this subsection we study the structure of the subspaces K,. 
We start with some simple observations. First note the following obvious 
connection between right and left kernels: 
dim K, = an - rank A, = an - p +dimKerA,, a=1,2 ,... . (2.4) 
Observe also that 
dim K,+l -dimK,<n a=1,2,... . (2.5) 
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Let r be the least positive integer with the property that Ker A, = Ker A,,, 
for all integers s 2 1. It is easily seen from (2.4) and (2.5) that the number r is 
the least integer a z 1 such that the equality holds in (2.5). 
Let a < /3 be two positive integers and M c Cl,,. By M(B) we denote the 
image of the set M under the natural injection of Cl,, into C&. Thus, the last 
n(P - a) coordinates of every x E M@) are zeros. 
Denote by V the n-dimensional right-hand shift operator acting on Cl,, 
(we use the same notation V for all a): V(row(~pi&~)= (0, cpi, ‘pz,.. . ,cP,_~). 
Clearly, 
v j[ (IQ@)] c KS (j=o,...J3-a). (2.6) 
These relationships imply that the integers dim K, (a = 1,2,. . .) form a 
nondecreasing sequence. Let 1 be the least positive integer such that dim K, 
* 0 (if K, * 0, we put by definition 1 = 0). 
It is not hard to see that 
dimK,,,>dimK, (2.7) 
for every a >, 1. 
One can easily see that the integer 1 can be also characterized in terms of 
(right) kernels: 
dunKerA,_,-dimKerA, 1: k: z:i’ 
1 (2.8) 
Define by induction a sequence N, (a = 1 + 1, I + 2,. . . ) of subspaces of 
K,, as follows: Put tl+, = K,+l. SupposethatNj(cKj)(j=Z+1,Z+2,..., 
a) are aheady defined. Then by (2.6) we have N/U+‘) c K,, 1 (j= I + 1, I + 
2 ,...,a)andV[K~+‘)]~K,+,.WedefinethesubspaceN,+,(cK,+~)asa 
direct complement to the sum of subspaces V [ Kr+ “1 and A$(“+‘) ( j = 2 + 1,Z 
+2,...,a): 
i Nj(“+l) = K,+1. 
j=1+1 
We state now the main result of this subsection concerning the structure 
of K,. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let the subspuces Nj ( j = I + 1, I + 2,. . . ) be defined as 
above. Then 
r+l 
C dimT=n; (2.10) 
j=l+l 
Nj=O for j=r+2,7+3,...; and the following direct sum decomposition 
Md.sforeveya>r+1: 
r+l 
K,= j=?+l{N/a~@VIN/“)]@ *.. 6G’-‘[~‘)]}. (2.11) 
For the proof of Theorem 2.2 we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. For every integer 
following direct sum decomposition: 
a > 1+ 1 the subspace K, admits the 
K,= j=++l{N+%VIN;+ ... @V”-‘[N.@)]}. (2.12) 
Proof. It is not difficult to see that for every /3 2 a, the sum of the 
subspacesN.@)(j=Z+l,I+2,...,a)isdirect. 
We shod that 
K,=VIK$?PI]@(N/@ a.0 CBN,(~)). (2.13) 
For a = 1 + 1 Equation (2.13) is evident. Assume now (2.13) holds for some a; 
we shall prove that it holds for a + 1. By the definition of Ni, 
V[Kp+‘)]+ i Y.“))nNa,,=O 
j=Z+l 
and hence it suffices to prove that 
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Let cp = row(cpi)y,:’ E 2. Then ‘p, + i 
Kc”+ ‘), where $J~+ i = 0. It 
= 0 and cp = VJ/ with 4 = row(Gj);Zii E 
follows 
B:t Equation (2.13) implies 
that $J~ = #a + i = 0 and hence I) E Kz<l’. 
K(u+l)=V[K~_+~)]~(N~~:l)$ . . . $N,(a+‘)). 
a 
The vector cp = VIJ belongs to V [ Kz;‘)] and to $TCl+rNj(a+l) and 
therefore cp = 0. So (2.13) is proved. Now one can easily obtain the equalities 
(2.12) from (2.13) by induction on a, starting with (Y = 1 + 1. H 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. From (2.12) we obtain (by grouping the terms 
appropriately) the following equality: 
K, = K~~i@(V*-‘-‘N,+,GP”-2N,+2@ -. . @N,) (a>,Z+l); 
(2.14) 
consequently, 
dimK,-dimK,_,= 2 dimNj. (2.15) 
j=l+l 
On the other hand, dim K,,, - dimK, = n by definition of r, and (2.10) 
follows. 
Using again (2.15) and (2.5), we obtain that Nj= 0 for j> r + 1, so (2.11) 
follows from Lemma 2.3. ??
2.3. Specful Matrix Polynomials with Given Finite Eigenpair 
We maintain the notation introduced in the preceding subsection. 
Let (X, T) be an admissible pair, and suppose that Kercol(XT’)~;~ = {O}. 
Then the structure of the left kernels given by Theorem 2.2 allows us to 
construct a special matrix polynomial for which (X, T) is an eigenpair 
corresponding to C (in short, a finite eigenpuir). This construction will play 
the central role in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
First we introduce some notation. 
Letkj=dimNj(j=Z+l ,..., r+l),andlet~\r~ ,..., qpybeabasisinNj. 
Introduce the following matrices: 
Yj= COl(&Qi (j=Z+1,...,r+l) 
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(the size of Yj is k j x jn), and define 
Yp’= [Yj,O] (j=Z+l,...,r+l; a> j) 
(the size of Y/*) is k j X an). For a k X an matrix S = [S,, S,, . . . ,S,] denote 
vs= [o,s, ,*.., s,_,]. 
Introduce now the (r + 2 - j)k j X n( r + 1) matrix 
Mj=col(V'[Y;'+"]);;l,-j for j=Z+l,Z+2,...,r+l; 
and put M = col( Mj);,‘;+ 1. 
It follows from Theorem 2.2 that 
KerM = Imcol(XTj-l)j=+:. (2.16) 
Put Y = c~l(Yi’~+~))j+,!+i. By Theorem 2.2 the size of Y is n x (r + 1)~ 
Represent Y in the form 
Y= [~cJi,..*,~,l (2.17) 
where Lj are n x n matrices. The matrix polynomial L(A) = C;,,AjLj with 
coefficients defined by (2.17) will be called the special matrix polynomial 
[relative to the given admissible pair (X, I’)]. It is not unique, because the 
basis &), . . . , t&J? 1 in Nj is not unique. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The special matrix polynomial L(X) (relative to (X, T)) 
is regulur, and (X, T) is its eigenpair corresponding to C. 
In order to prove this proposition we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. An admissible pair (Q, T) is a finite eigenpair for a regular 
matrix polynomial L(X) = Cy_&Lj if and only if the following conditions 
hold: 
(i) (Q, T) is s-independent fo7 some s < m; 
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(ii) for evey integer (Y >, m + 1 there exists an integer &a) such that 
P,KerI$(L) = Imcol(QTj-l)~=l W&4)> (2.18) 
where 
1 L, L, * * * L, \ 
L, L, * *- L, 0 
q&J = 
\ 0 L, L, * *: L, / 
is a (fi-m)nXj3m matrix and P,:C,B+Cna is the truncation 
p~(col(~j)~l)=col(cPi)FI ('pi' cn)* 
From the proof of Lemma 2.5 it will be clear that it suffices to assume 
(2.18) holds for a = m + 1 only. 
Pro& Assume (Q, T) is a finite eigenpair of L(X). Then (i) is obvious. If 
(Q,, T,) is an eigenpair of L with index m corresponding to infinity, then 
(see [41) 
KerR,(L)= Imcol(QTf’)~_,~lmcol(Q,T,4-j)~_,, q > m. 
(2.19) 
Since a(T,) = {0}, we have T,’ = 0 for some integer y > 1. Now put /3(a) = a 
+ y and use (2.19) to prove (ii). 
Suppose now that an admissible pair (Q, T) satisfies (i) and (ii). Let 
(Qr, TF) [respectively (Q,, T,)] be the finite eigenpair [respectively, eigen- 
pair corresponding to infinity with index m] of L. Put &a) = max(a + 
y, B(a)), where y >, 1 is such that T,’ = 0. Now property (ii) for (Q, T) and 
(2.19) imply that 
P,KerR~(L)=1mco1(QT~-‘)i”,,=1mco1(Q,T~~’)~_, (2.20) 
for every p > &a). Tak e a = m + 1 in (2.20), and use Lemma 2.1 in [3] to 
conclude that the admissible pairs (Q, T) and (Qr, TF) are similar (property 
(i) appears as one of the conditions in Lemma 2.1 in [3]). It follows that 
(Q, T) is a finite eigenpair of L(h). w 
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Proof of Proposition 2.4. We maintain the notation introduced above. 
Let /3 = r + 1 + (r - I). The matrix Rs( L) has the following form: 
/ yts, \ 
q&4 = 
vycs, 
\ v'-rym I 
This matrix, after some rearrangement of the rows, becomes 
W,(L) = $,) 
i 1 
for some matrix S. It follows that 
KerZ$( L) = Ker Z&( L) c Ker A@). (2.21) 
Further, by (2.16), 
P,+,KerM@)= Imcol(XTj-i)it:, 
and hence it follows from (2.21) that 
P,+iKerR,&L) c Imcol(XTj-‘)I::. (2.22) 
On the other hand, it is clear from the definition of Y that Ker Y 1 
Im col( XT j-l);+,: and hence Ker $(L) 3 Imcol(XTJ’-l)iS_l. The last rela- 
tionship together with (2.22) implies P,+ 1 Ker Rs( L) = Im col( XTj-‘)jt:. To 
complete the proof of Proposition 2.4 use Lemma 2.5. ??
Define now the diagonal matrix 
(2.23) 
where Dj(X)=h’+i-jZ is of size (dimNj)X(dimNj), j=Z+l,...,r+l, and 
denote M(X)= D(h)L(A). H ere L(h) is the special matrix polynomial con- 
structed above. 
The following result reveals the role of the special matrix polynomial. 
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THEOREM 2.6. Let (X, T) be an admissible pair such that 
Kercol(XT’)i:A = {0}, and r is the least positive integer with this property. 
Then for the special matrix polynomial L(h) and fm the diagonal matrix 
D(A) given by (2.23), the degree of the polynomial M(A) = D(X)L(A) is r 
and its leading coefjkient is invertible. 
Proo$ The matrix of the coefficients of L(X) has the following form: 
v’- ‘y/J; 1) 
v’-‘- 1yy; 1) 
Y' r+l 
[L,, Ll,...,L,] = 
We have to prove that L, is invertible. 
Suppose that there exists cp = row( qj)iZ: E @j$‘+ lVr+l-j[ iVi’+‘)] such 
that the last n coordinates of cp are zeros. Then 9 = row(cpj);,l E Kel A, and 
therefore cp E (K,) (‘+ ‘). By Lemma 2.3, cp = 0. Thus L, is invertible. ??
2.4. Proof of the Main Theorem and Computation of Factorization Factors 
In order to prove Theorem 2.1 tie shall first establish formulas for 
factorization indices in terms of eigenpairs. Let (Xj, Tj) be the eigenpair of 
P,(X) with respect to the domain F; (j=1,2,...,p), and let (X,,T,) be the 
eigenpair of the polynomial Pb( h) = h’OP,( X-l) corresponding to fir. Let 
x=[x, Xl *-* q, T = diag(T,,T;‘,..., T;‘), (2.24) 
and let r = min{a 2 l:Kercol(XT’)f:J = Kercol(XT’)F,-,‘+fl for all integers 
/3 2 O}. 
We shall use the notation s, = rankcol(XT’)~:~ (by definition s0 = 0) and 
t = max{m > l(s, = mn}. 
THEOREM 2.7. L.et P(h) be a n x n piecewise matrix polyrwmiul defined 
on I’=U~_Jj us P(X)=Pj(X) for AEON, and assume that detPj(X)*O 
(A E rj). Then the left factorization indices ~~ < - - - d K, of P(X) are given 
by the formula 
Ki=&-,-#{j~fl+S,+j_l-S,+j~i-l,j=l,...,r+l-t}. (2.25) 
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Proof. Let D(A) be defined by (253, and let L(A) be the special matrix 
polynomial (of degree r) whose finite eigenpair is (X, T). We shall first show 
that the matrix polynomial P+(h) Ef D(A-‘)L(X) satisfies the conditions for 
the right factor in the left Wiener-Hopf factorization (2.1) with H(A) = P(X) 
[here L(X)= A’L(h-‘)I. Indeed, P+(X)= Q(A), where M(A)= D(X)L(X) is 
a matrix polynomial of degree r with invertible leading coefficient in view of 
Theorem 2.6. Hence P+(A) is a polynomial invertible at the point h = 0. As to 
the nonzero spectrum, it is the same for I’, and L. But L has no spectrum in 
F+; hence P+(X) is invertible for all A E F+. 
Now denote Y(X) = X’o-‘L(X). We shall prove that the matrix function 
P_($fP(h)Y-r(A) meets all the conditions for the left factor in the left 
Wiener-Hopf factorization for P(X). Indeed, for any j= 1,2,. . . ,p the matrix 
functions [Pi< X)E-l( A)] * ’ are analytic in F]:, since the eigenpairs of Pj( A) 
and L(X) corresponding to the domain FJ: are similar (see Proposition 1.2). 
But then the matrix function Pcl?~fPj(A)Ypl(X)= X-‘O[P,.(X)~-‘(A)] is 
analytic in F,: as well. For j= 0 the functions PO(A) = A’Po(A-‘) and L(X) 
have similar eigenpairs corresponding to the domain pb_. Hence 
[&(X)K’(A)] k1 are analytic in Fb_. But for the matrix function P!“) 
(h)~fPo(X)Y-l(h) one has P?)(X-‘) = Po(X-‘)A’~-‘~-‘(X-‘) = 
PO;,< h)L- ‘(A), i.e., P’o’( A) has the required properties in F; . 
Now 
P(X)=P_(X)Y(X)=P_(X)A’o-‘D(X)*P+(X), 
and we see that the factorization indices ~~ of P(X) are found as ~~ = lo - r + 
k, where kj (j- 1,2 ,..., n) denote the exponents in the diagonal entries of 
D(X) [Equation (2231. It remains therefore to show that 
ki=r-#{jln+s,+j_l-St+j~i-l,j=l,2,...,r+l-t}. (2.26) 
Define a sequence nk, k = 1,2,. . . ,r + 1 - I, as follows: 
l+k 
no = 0, nk= C dimNj (k=1,2 ,..., r+l-Z), 
j=l+l 
where r and I are as in Section 2.2 and Nj are given by (2.9). From (2.12) and 
the definition of nk we obtain that 
nk = dim Kl+k - dim &+k_ 1 (k=1,2 ,..., r+l-Z). (2.27) 
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On the other hand, it is clear that dim K, = na - s,, where s, = rank A,. 
This together with (2.27) leads to the formulas nk = fl+ ~~+~_i - s~+~ (k = 
12 , , . . . , r + 1 - Z), which imply easily (2.25) [taking into account (2.23)]. w 
Now we are able to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. Indeed, using 
(1.7) and (1.9) one can rewrite (1.6) as 
T(P,-l,..., q-1; r, ,..., I,; - a,y - a) = col(XTf-r)&i.Z, (2.28) 
where 
z,=diag(l,T;l-’ ,..., zyp-‘).ll_,. 
Since 
the matrices 2, are right invertible for any a = 1,2,. . . . Hence 
rankT(P;i ,..., P;‘;I,,...,I,; -a,y-a)=rankcol(XT~-‘)l”,i, 
I.e., qa = s, (a = 1,2,. .  ), and Theorem 2.1 follows from Theorem 2.7. 
Now we pass to the computation of factorization factors. The middle 
factor A(A) in the factorization (2.2) is computed in Theorem 2.1. Here we 
shall compute explicitly the factor P+(h). Then the restriction P?(X) of the 
factorP_(h)tothecontourri(j=O,l,...,p)canbefoundjustasaquotient 
of two polynomials multiplied by a diagonal matrix function: P?(X) = P&h). 
P;‘(X).A(h-‘) (j=O,l,...,p). 
Tmaum 2.8. Let P(A) be an n x n piecewise mutix polynomial de- 
finedonr=u;_,r~asP(h)=P,(A)fbrA~r~andsucht~~detP~(A)#O 
(j=O,l,..., p). Then the factor P+(h) in the factorizatiun (2.2) is given by 
the fmukl 
T 
P+(X) = diag(W-“I,..., tie-r-S+ c k&A’, 
f-0 
where aj are the factorizatiun indices of P(X) determined by (2.3), while the 
integer r and the coefFcienkp iUi are jinbnd as fbllows: 
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Denote Wa=T(P,,...,P,; r, ,..., $; -a,~-cr)(cw=1,2 ,... ),whereyis 
anarbitrary~xedintegersuchthaty~1-max,~j,,Zj,a~letK,={cp~ 
Cl,,(cpW,=O}; r=min(a>~ankW,=rankW,+,}; Z=min{cx>qK,=O}. 
Define subspaces N,c~=‘,, recursively for cr=Z-t-l,...,r+l a.s follows: 
N 1+1 = &+,; for a>l++, N,,, is a direct complement to the subspace 
V(K(OL+l))+C~_I+lN:u’l) in K,,,. Choose a basis &l,...,&~ in each Nj, 
whm>kj=dimNj(j=E+l 
Y!r+l) = [col(cpz ) 
, . . . , r + l), and introdme the k j X (r’+ 1)n matrix 
J 
J) k!. 1, 01. Now the m&rices Mj are given by the folrnulu 
[ M,, M, .I - M,] = col( Yjr+l');-+;+l. 
Proof. Let (X, T) be the pair defined by (2.24), and let L(X) be the 
special matrix polynomial constructed using this pair as in Section 2.3. As 
usually, denote t(X) = xL( A-‘). 
As follows from the proof of Theorem 2.7, the factor P, in factorization 
(2.2) is given by P+(X) = A’o-‘A(A-‘$(A). Now it is clear that the proof of 
Theorem 2.8 is given actually by the construction of the special matrix 
polynomial L(X) taking into account that the left kernels of col(XTj-‘)i”, 1 
and W, coincide. The last fact follows immediately from (2.28). W 
3. APPLICATIONS TO SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
Two applications of the results of Sections 1 and 2 are given: 
(1) Necessary and sufficient conditions for invertibility of singular integral 
operators on a compound contour, whose (matrix valued) symbol or its 
inverse is a piecewise matrix polynomial. The conditions are given in terms of 
moments of the inverses of a given piecewise matrix polynomial, with respect 
to the simple contours which make up the compound contour. 
(2) Description of the kernel of singular integral operators whose symbol 
is again a piecewise matrix polynomial. The description is given in terms of 
the spectral data of the matrix polynomials involved. 
3.1. Invertibility of Singular Integral Operators 
Let r be a compound contour as in the preceding section. Assuming r to 
be smooth, the singular integral operator 
S,f(t) = ;l,$dT (34 
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(the integral is understood as the principal value integral) is bounded in the 
Hilbert space L;(r) of rr-dimensional vectors with coordinates in L,(r). 
For continuous n X n matrix functions a(t) and b(t), t E I?, consider the 
operator G = al + bS: 
b(t) f(7) Gfw = 4t)fW+ xjyyy (34 
As is well known (see e.g. Theorem 3.1 in [l]), the operator G is invertible in 
L”,(T) if and only if det[a(t)+ b(t)] * 0, det[a(t)- b(t)] * 0 (t E r), and the 
matrix function 
R(t)= [a(t)- b(t)] -‘[u(t)+b(t)] 
admits a left canonical factorization R(t) = R- (t)R+(t). Moreover, in this 
case the inverse G- ’ is given by the formula 
G-‘=;[R+(t)-‘(Z+S)R_(t)-‘+R_(t)(Z-S)R_(t)-’1 
x [u(t)- b(t)] -I. (3.3) 
The results obtained in Section 1 allow us to concretize this description of 
invertibihty of G in the case when R( t ) is a piecewise polynomial. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the operator G: L”,(r) + L”,(r) be given by (3.1), and 
assum that the matrix fin&ion [u(t)- b(t)]-‘[u(t)+ b(t)] is equal to the 
pozynomiaz p,(t) f0r t E ri (i = 0,. . . , p). Let li be the degree of P,(t), and let 
ygl-max ,, d i ~ p li be a fixed integer. Then the operator G is invertible if 
and only if 
rankT(P{l,..., pi'; ro,...,rP; -&,Y-ZJ 
=rankT(P~‘,..., Pi’; r,,..., r ; -do-i,y--I,-l)=do. (3.4) 
Recall that by definition 
T(P&.., P;'; ro,.,.,rP; ~B.Y!) 
= T P&.; -y’- Z,, I( -y’+p-zO+l,l-zO), 
T(P;‘(,,; -1,&y’) ,... ,T(P,-‘1~ -~,P,Y’)]; 
p= -I,, -2,--l; Y’<P. 
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Using the formula (3.3) and the formula for P+(h) in Theorem 1.8, one 
can write down a formula for G-’ (in case [a(t)- b(t)]-‘[a(t)+b(t)] is a 
piecewise polynomial). 
The results obtained in the preceding section can be also applied in case 
when R(t)- ’ is a piecewise matrix polynomial. Indeed, let [R(t)- ‘1’ be the 
polynomial whose coefficients are the transposes of the corresponding coeffi- 
cients of R(t)-I. The operator G is invertible if and only if det[a(t)+ b(t)] * 
0, det[a(t)- b(t)] * 0 (t E l?), and [R(t)-‘]r admits a left canonical factori- 
zation [R(t)-‘lT= Q_(t)Q+(t), in which case 
(3.5) 
Applying again Theorem 1.6, we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be given by (3.2), and assume.? that the matrix 
function [u(t)+ b(t)]-l[u(t)- b(t)] is equal to the polynomial Pi(t) for 
tEri(i=O,l,..., p).LetlibethedegreeofPi(t),undkty< -rna~,.~.,Z~ 
be a fixed integer. Then G is invertible if and only if 
rankT ( (P,T)-l,...,(P,T)-l; r, ,..., rP; -ZO,u-ZO) 
=rankT 
( 
(Pz)-l,..., (P,')-';T,,...,r,; -I -l,y-1,-1)=nl,. 
Again, using the formula (3.5) and the formula for P+(X) in Theorem 1.8, 
one can write down a formula for G-’ (under the conditions of Theorem 3.2). 
3.2. Description of Kernels of Singular Zntegrul Operators Whose Symbol is 
a Piecewise Polynomial 
In this subsection we consider the general case when the matrix functions 
a(t)- b(t) and u(t)+b(t) are nonsingular on r while the matrix function 
R(t)= [u(t)- b(t)]-‘[u(t)+ b(t)] admits a left Wiener-Hopf factorization 
R = R _ AR, (with respect to r) whose middle factor A(t) = diag(t”l, t'z, , . . , 
t”n) might be different from the identity matrix. It is well known (cf. [2]) that 
in this case the operator G defined by (3.2) is Fredhohn, its kernel Ker G has 
dimension (Ye = CKi ( 0 - K~, and its range Im G is of codimension & = 
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&.c~~. A generalized inverse G(-‘) of G is given by the formula 
G(-‘)= [R;‘P,+R_Q,][A-lPr+Qr]RI’(a-b)-‘, 
where Pr = i(Z + S,), Qr =&Z - Sr), and Sr is the singular integral opera- 
tor defined by (3.1). [Recall that P, and Qr are complementary projectors 
and the image of Pr (respectively of Qr) consists of all f E L”,(T) such that f 
admits an extension to a vector function which is holomorphic in F+ (respec- 
tively F- ) and continuous in F+ U r (respectively in F- U r and vanishing at 
infinity).] 
In the case that R(t) is a piecewise polynomial one can apply Theorem 
2.1 in order to compute the integers (ho and /3o, while the results of Section 
2.4 allow one to find the generalized inverse G(-‘). 
Similar results can be obtained for the “transposed” singular operator 
G’ = (P,R + Qr)(a - b). It is convenient for us to present the description of 
the kernel for the operator P,R + Qr, where R(h) is a n X n piecewise 
rational (comonic) polynomial on r: 
R(A)=Rj(A)= 2 hkRk, (hErj; j=O,l ,..a, p). (3.6) 
k--r I 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R(X) b e a n X n piecewise rational polyrwmial de- 
fined in r = u 5_Jj by (3.6), such that det R(h) f 0 (X E I). Denote 
r=maxgGjapr, L,.(X)=X’R,.(A) (j=O,l,...,p), and bt (Xj,Tj) designate 
the eigenpair o / Lj(h) corresponding to the domain F,: , while (X,, TO) stands 
for the eigenpair of l&(h) = A2’Lo(A-‘) corresponding to Ft. Let 9 be the 
order of the pair 
x=[& Xl *** q, T=diag(T,,T;‘,..., a’), 
andlet 
9R, = Kercol(XT’)iIi c C Q. Then the kernel of the operator G = P,R + 
Q~: L;(r) + L;(r) consists 0f all f E L;(r) 0f the f0nn 
f(X) = X(Z - XT) -lw, (3.7) 
wherewE9lL. 
Proof. Introduce the subspace % = {f E L”,(r)(f(X) = X(Z - AT)-‘w, 
w E C “>. We shall first show that the kernel of the operator G = Prfi + Qr, 
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where Z?(h)=fii(A)~fAVrRj(A) (AEI’~; j=O,l,...,p) coincides with the 
subspace 5%~ 
KerG=%. (3.8) 
Note that fij(X)= XP2’Lj(A), and observe that the left factorization 
indices of the piecewise polynomial L(X) [%fLj(h) (XEIj; j=O,l,...,p)] 
are bounded from above by 2r [this follows, for instance, from the formulas 
(2.3)]. It follows that all the left factorization indices of h(X) are nonpositive 
and therefore 
ar&=dimKerG= -indr[detfi(X)]. (3.9) 
Note that for a piecewise continuous and nonvanishing function a( A) = 
ai (hEIj; j=O,l,..., p) one defines indr[a(A)] = E&indfi[.ai(A)], 
where ind r,[ a j( X )] is the total increment of the function arg ur( A) &vlded by 
2a, when X varies around lJj in the prescribed direction. 
Denote by 9i the size of the matrix q, and observe that indri [det4Li(X)] 
= - 9i (i =1,2,..., p) and indrO[det L,(X)] = 2m - 9a. Since R(A) = 
XM2’L(A), from these equalities and (3.9) we obtain 
dimKerG= -indr[detX-2’L(X)]=2m-indr[detL(X)] 
P 
-2m- 2m- c9i =9. 
i 1 j=O 
Consider now the mapping w + X(Z - XT)-‘w (w E Cq). First note that 
the rational vector ection X(Z - XT)-‘w has no poles in the domain F+, 
which means that % c P&(I'). Further, if X(Z - AT)-‘w = 0 for some 
w E C Q, then representing the left-hand side as a power series for sufficiently 
small ]A], we obtain XT’w = 0 (i = O,l,. . .). Since the matrix col(XT’)~,, is 
left invertible for some integer s (see Lemma IS), these equalities imply 
w = 0. It follows that the mapping w + X(Z - XT)-‘w (w E Cq) is one to 
one and therefore dim&f = 9. So in order to prove (3.8) it remains to verify 
that % c Ker G. 
Let f(h)= X(Z - XT)_ iw with w E Cq, and write w in the form w = 
col(wi)/‘_,,, where wi E Cqd. Then 
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withf,‘(X)=X,(Z-h~-‘)-1iuifori=1,2,...,pandfo(h)=X,(Z-A~~)-1w,. 
Let us show that the restriction gk( X) of the vector function g(h) = R( X)f( A) 
to the contour I, has no poles in the domain F; (k = 1,2,. . . , p). Indeed, for a 
fixed integer k it is obvious that each term in the sum gk( h) = c&fi,( h)f;( A), 
except perhaps A, fk(X), has no poles in FL. We need now the following 
simple fact (see, e.g., [13]): If M(h) = C’.,,AJA j is a matrix polynomial, and if 
i (X, T) is an admissible pair such that C,,cA,XT = 0, then 
f-l 
M(X)X = c M(‘+‘)(h)XT’(hz - T), (3.10) 
i=O 
where M(J)(h) = A, + XA,,, + . . * + Af’-fA,. 
Write 
&(A)f,(X) = - A-2’L,(A)X~(Xz - T,) _lTkWk, 
and make use of (3.10) to obtain 
2r- 1 
R,(A)&(A) = - X2’ c Lf+“(A)X,T,‘+b,, (3.11) 
i=O 
where Z&!+‘)(X) = R_,+ k + XR_,+j+l, k + a** + X2’-jR,k (here and 
elsewhere we put Rgc = 0 /or ] j( > rk). It is clear from (3.11) that Rk(X)fk(X) 
has no poles in Fi (recall that 0 E F+). Thus gk(X) has no poles in Fi for 
k=1,2 ,a.., p. 
Now consider g,(h)=C&,&(X)f;(X) and observe that each term 
&,(X)x(A) (i=1,2,...,p) has no poles in F; and Iim,,,fio(X)&(X)=O. 
The term fio(X)f,(h) we rewrite: 
fi,(h)f,(X) = X-%,(h)Xo(z - XT,) -lzoo 
= A-‘t()(h-‘)X&-‘z - To) -lw(). 
Using again (3.10), we have the representation fi,(A)fo(X) = 
X-‘C~r,‘L6’+‘)(h-1)XoTd’+1wo, where L,(z) = R,_i,-, + ~R,_~_i,a + - . . + 
Z2r-i<_ r,O. ,It is clear from this representation that R,(X)&(X) has no poles 
in F; and limh,,Ro(X)fo(X)= 0, 
From the above consideration it follows that g(A) E &Lg)(I’); hence 
f(X) = X(XZ - T)-‘w (w E Cq) belougs to Ker G. Thus, the equality (3.8) is 
proved. 
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Now we use the relations PrA_ = PrA_ Pr, QrA+Qr = QrA+, which 
are valid for matrix functions A_ (A) and A+(X) such that the entries of A+ 
[respectively A_ ] belong to the subspace P&,(r) [respectively {const + 
QrLs(I’)}]. These relations lead to the multiplication rule for transposed 
singular operators: 
(PrA- +Q,A+)(PrB+QrC)=P,A_B+Q,A+C. (3.12) 
Notethattherestrictionaj(h)ofa(h)tothecontourrj(j=O,l,...,p)is 
a polynomial in the variable A-‘, and therefore we may set A_(X) = R(x). 
Setting in addition A+(X) = I, B(X) = A’Z, and C(X) = I, we obtain from 
(3.12) that G ,= GG,, where G, = P,A’ + Qr. Since Ker G, = {0}, we infer that 
KerG = KerG nImG,.. Taking a vector functionf(X)= X(Z - XT)-‘w (W E 
Cq) in the subspace Ker G and developing it in a power series in a 
neighborhood of X = 0, one sees that f(h) E ImG, if and only if XT& = 0 for 
i=O,l , . . . , r - 1. This proves (3.7). ??
In conclusion we remark that in the case of a usual rational matrix 
polynomial defined by one expression on each contour Ii, the result of 
Theorem 3.3 is proved in the monograph [l]. This result serves in [l] as the 
main step in a new proof of formulas for factorization indices of a usual matrix 
polynomial, which had been established earlier in [8, lo] by the methods of 
the spectral theory of matrix polynomials. Using the argument of [l] which is 
based on the theory of singular integral operators, one can deduce from 
Theorem 3.3 the formulas (2.3) for factorization indices also in the case of a 
piecewise matrix polynomial. 
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